Opening Convocation 2020

Monday, August 31
7:00 p.m. ET

JOIN US AT
CONVOCATION.UPENN.EDU
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
The University of Pennsylvania Marching Band

INVOCATION
Charles L. Howard, Vice President and University Chaplain

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS OF 2024
Eric J. Furda, Dean of Admissions

WELCOME
Amy Gutmann, President

REMARKS
Wendell Pritchett, Provost

PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS OF 2024 FLAG
Amy Gutmann, Class Board Presidents, and Penn Student Leaders

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Amy Gutmann, President

MUSICAL PERFORMANCE: “THE RED AND BLUE”
Penn Glee Club, The Inspiration, Shabbatones, Penn Sirens, accompanied by the Penn Band

THE RED AND BLUE
Come all ye loyal classmates now, in hall and campus through,
Lift up your hearts and voices for the royal Red and Blue.
Fair Harvard has her crimson, old Yale her colors too,
But for dear Pennsylvania, we wear the Red and Blue.

Hurrah! Hurrah! Pennsylvania! Hurrah for the Red and the Blue:
Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah for the Red and the Blue!
Opening Convocation 2020

Participants

THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA MARCHING BAND
Greer Cheeseman, Director
Kushol Gupta, Assistant Director
Adam Sherr, Assistant Director
Robin Coyne, Program Assistant

Katelyn Boese, C’23
Landon Butler, ENG’22
Charlotte Cecarelli, NU’22
Helen Chung, C’22
Anna Do, C’23
Caitlin Frazee, ENG’22
Josh Gardos, C’22
Ryan Jurewicz, ENG’21
Lisa Kalnik, NU’22
Morgan McLees, ENG’22
Leah Narun, ENG’22
Laila Barakat Norford, ENG’23
Amanda Palamar, C’23
Jenna Pollack, C’22
Adam Rose, C’22
Ryan Sathianathan, C’23
Elizabeth Vo-Phamhi, C’22
Katherine Wang, ENG’23
Bernie Wang, C’21/ENG’21
Alex Worrall, C’23

Penn Student Leaders

Connor Beard, C’21
William Chen, C’22
Jude Dartey, C’21
Justine de Jesus, C’21
Carson Eckhard, C’21
Harrison Feinman, C’22
Adam First, C’21
Martha Gakunju, C’21
Sarah Beth Gleeson, ENG’22
Eva Gonzalez, C’22
Sofia Gonzalez, ENG’21/GEN’21
Joelle Gross, C’21
Vyshnavi Kogishroff, C’22
Andrew Lam, C’21/GAS’22
Sahitya Mandalapu, W’20
Bryce Nguyen, C’21
Derek Nhieu, W’23
Grayson Peters, C’22
Henry Platt, C’21
Brooke Price, C’21
Sakshi Sehgal, C’21/GAS’21
Ayaka Shimada, C’21
Sarah Simon, C’21
Isabella Simonetti, C’21
Abdul Sohu, C’21
Sam Strickberger, C’22
Fisher Taylor, C’21
Shivin Uppal, W’22/ENG’22
Lizzie Youshaei, W’21
Ben Zhao, W’21

Penn Glee Club, The Inspiration, Shabbatones, Penn Sirens

Daniel Carsello, Penn Glee Club Director

Joseph Aini, C’23
Sara Albert, C’22
Aja M Altenhof, C’21
Benjamin Banker, C’21
Jaden Baum, C’21
Connor Beard, C’21
Drew Beatty, C’23
Brandon Brown, ENG’21
Marina Dauer, C’22
Eli Eisenstein, C’22
John Fath, C’23
Zoe Goldstein, C’23
Sara Hansson, C’23
Rebecca Hennessy, C’23
Kelsey Jobalia, C’21
Noah Kamerling, ENG’21
JJ Kampf, ENG’22
Christopher Lee Kwok, C’22
Vivian Luong, NU’21
Rose McDonald, C’23
Jake Milner, W’21
Rahul Rajan Naidoo, C’22
Dixon O’Banion, C’22
Oluwatosin Odufalu, C’22
Ryotaro Ohashi, C’21
Temidayo Ojo, C’22
Rachel Perlstein, C’21
Christian Pohlmann, C’22
Sophie Roling, C’22
Emily Saperstein, ENG’22
Mia Shechter, NU’23
Allison Shapiro, C’21
Daniel Shenwick, C’21
Analyn Sil, C’22
DeMaria Thomas, C’23
Rebecca Weisberg, C’22
Robert Witten, W’23
Lizzie Youshaei, W’21
Kevin Zhao, ENG’22